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The word ‘persistence’ means "the continuance of an effect after its cause is 

removed". The term data persistence means it continues to exist even after the 

application has ended. Thus, data stored in a non-volatile storage medium such as, 

a disk file is a persistent data storage. 

 

Python's built-in file object returned by Python's built-in open() function has one 
important shortcoming. When opened with 'w' mode, the write() method accepts only 
the string object. 

That means, if you have data represented in any non-string form, the object of either 
in built-in classes (numbers, dictionary, lists or tuples) or other user-defined classes, 
it cannot be written to file directly. Before writing, you need to convert it in its string 
representation. 

 

numbers=[10,20,30,40] 

   file=open('numbers.txt','w') 

   file.write(str(numbers)) 

   file.close() 

 

For a binary file, argument to write() method must be a byte object. For example, the 
list of integers is converted to bytes by bytearray() function and then written to file. 

 

numbers=[10,20,30,40] 

   data=bytearray(numbers) 

   file.write(data) 

   file.close() 

 

To read back data from the file in the respective data type, reverse conversion needs 
to be done. 

 

file=open('numbers.txt','rb') 

   data=file.read() 

   print (list(data)) 

 

This type of manual conversion, of an object to string or byte format (and vice versa) 
is very cumbersome and tedious. It is possible to store the state of a Python object in 
the form of byte stream directly to a file, or memory stream and retrieve to its original 
state. This process is called serialization and de-serialization. 
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Python’s built in library contains various modules for serialization and deserialization 
process. 

Sr.No. Name & Description 

1 
pickle 

Python specific serialization library 

2 
marshal 

Library used internally for serialization 

3 
shelve 

Pythonic object persistence 

4 
dbm 

library offering interface to Unix database 

5 
csv 

library for storage and retrieval of Python data to CSV format 

6 
json 

Library for serialization to universal JSON format 

 

 

The dbm package presents a dictionary like interface DBM style databases. DBM 
stands for DataBase Manager. This is used by UNIX (and UNIX like) operating 
system. The dbbm library is a simple database engine written by Ken Thompson. 
These databases use binary encoded string objects as key, as well as value. 

The database stores data by use of a single key (a primary key) in fixed-size buckets 
and uses hashing techniques to enable fast retrieval of the data by key. 

The dbm package contains following modules − 

• dbm.gnu module is an interface to the DBM library version as implemented by 
the GNU project. 

• dbm.ndbm module provides an interface to UNIX nbdm implementation. 
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• dbm.dumb is used as a fallback option in the event, other dbm 
implementations are not found. This requires no external dependencies but is 
slower than others. 

>>> dbm.whichdb('mydbm.db') 

'dbm.dumb' 

>>> import dbm 

>>> db=dbm.open('mydbm.db','n') 

>>> db['name']=Raj Deshmane' 

>>> db['address']='Kirtinagar Pune' 

>>> db['PIN']='431101' 

>>> db.close() 

The open() function allows mode these flags − 

Sr.No. Value & Meaning 

1 
'r' 

Open existing database for reading only (default) 

2 
'w' 

Open existing database for reading and writing 

3 
'c' 

Open database for reading and writing, creating it if it doesn’t exist 

4 
'n' 

Always create a new, empty database, open for reading and writing 

The dbm object is a dictionary like object, just as shelf object. Hence, all dictionary 
operations can be performed. The dbm object can invoke get(), pop(), append() and 
update() methods. Following code opens 'mydbm.db' with 'r' flag and iterates over 
collection of key-value pairs. 

>>> db=dbm.open('mydbm.db','r') 

>>> for k,v in db.items(): 

   print (k,v) 

b'name' : b'Raj Deshmane' 

b'address' : b'Kirtinagar Pune' 

b'PIN' : b'431101' 

 


